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Gather Details & Make a Plan
ü Does your IR have an OAI feed, or can you at
least get an XML/MARC-formatted export of its
data? (You’ll need at least one of these options
available in order to set up a DIP)
ü What will be the scope of your import? There are
two options available: All sets at once, or a single
set at a time (If you wish to import all but a single
set, you’ll need to create duplicate DIPs for the
other sets individually, or work with your IR admin
to exclude it from the OAI feed directly).
✎ Take a look at the OAI feed for specific and/or
random records from each set that you are
exporting. Make note of any elements that
contain unique formatting, whether there are
elements you wish to import that are not
included, or if multiple sets of elements share the
same name*, as these will need to be addressed.

1. In Alma, under “Discovery” > “Loading External
Data Sources,” select “Add New Profile” and
choose “Discovery” as the “Profile Type.”
2. Under “Originating System,” select “Other.”
3. Depending on which IR platform you are
importing, select either “Dublin Core” (for Digital
Commons) or ”Generic XML” (for Islandora)
under “Physical source format.”
§ Depending on the selection above, there will be
at least two key differences in the setup process.
§ If “Generic XML” is selected, you will need to
provide “File Splitting Parameters” (how
records are identified within the source’s
XML tree), and
§ While setting up/utilizing a normalization
process is optional for “Dublin Core”
imports, it is mandatory (and a prerequisite*)
for “Generic XML” imports.

v Islandora allows for display labels to be added to
various elements, such as “Subject,” but this
additional information is not provided within the
OAI feed*. Other elements, such as the “LC
Classification” for a record, map to the same
“Subject” element as well*.
[ *Note: this behavior is attributable to the current lack of
full mods support within Primo VE DIPs. It may be possible
to make adjustments within the primary exporting
system(s) to address any element-related issues. ]

Islandora

§

bepress Digital Commons

Virginia Commonwealth University Libraries (VCUL) upgraded its Discovery Service
interface to Primo VE (Ex Libris) in the Spring/Summer of 2021. This required a
modification of the process that had previously been used to harvest records from
select Institutional Repositories (IRs), in particular, VCU Scholars Compass (bepress
Digital Commons) and VCU Libraries Digital Collections (Islandora). This poster
provides an overview and some key details that one needs to be familiar with in order
to successfully integrate records from these IRs using Discovery Import Profiles (DIPs).

Create Your Import Profile

Examples:
v Digital Commons displays the contents of the
“Date of Presentation” element using a YYYY
format within its interface, but provides it in a
date stamped format within the OAI feed.

Abstract

Primo VE currently only officially supports oai_dc
and oai_qdc metadata formats for DIPs, so you
will need to select whichever format best
matches your IR’s OAI feed.

✎ You may be able to temporarily skip steps 3 & 4
during initial setup (if you want to simply see how
a “baseline” record will import before choosing
appropriate modifications), especially when
working in the sandbox environment.
[ *Note: this is something that can be easily overlooked
when establishing a DIP, as the testing tool will indicate
that the record import “passes” without the use of a
normalization process, even though it will fail during the
actual production runs. ]

Create Normalization Rules & Processes
✎ For records utilizing “standard” Dublin Core
formatting, many of the elements may import
pre-mapped to existing
Primo VE display fields. If
you want to a) change
where in the record they
are mapped, b) add
elements that aren’t
automatically imported, or
c) change the formatting
and/or contents of an
element, you may need to
set up some normalization
rules; however, if you’re importing records
using “Generic XML” formatting, you’ll need to
create rules for each element you wish to import.
§ Ex Libris provides many examples of how to
format various types of normalization rules, but
they all follow this standard structure:
rule “Rule Name {e.g., “Subject”}”
when
Condition {e.g., field exists, equals, or is true}
then
Normalized Output {e.g., copy, move, or set}
end
[ Note: you can make as many normalization rules as is
necessary, but each rule must be provided with a distinct
name, or an error will result. ]

§ Once your rule(s) have been created, generate a
Normalization Process Task to map it to the
associated “Drool(s).” This step is necessary in
order to make your rules selectable on step 3 of
the “Add New Profile” process, or from the
“Normalize” tab within an existing profile.

Other Things to Consider / Tips & Tricks
✎ While you can import multiple elements corresponding to a record’s format, material, and/or type (e.g.
Islandora), Primo VE only has the ability to set one of these as a facet for filtering from the search
results. For the Digital Commons example, normalization rules were used to set a
Resource Type for all records matching a defined element value;
however, if you choose instead not to manually define a value, it will be
set to the type of the first matching element from the record.
⚑ If you choose to define a custom Resource Type for your records,
you may also need to make a corresponding code entry in the
“Facet Resource Type Labels” table to improve its display.
§ If an element you are importing is not currently mapped to an
existing display field in Primo, you can add it to one (or even add
your own custom fields) from within the “Record details” section
of the “Full Record Services” tab in your selected view.
[ Note: while you can create up to 100 local fields in Primo VE, only 50 of these can be defined for import profiles/Dublin
Core records. You can set preferences for these fields, including whether or not they can be searched under “Local field
details” within “Manage display and local fields.” ]

§ If the contents of a particular element in the OAI feed differ
from how you want them to appear, you may be able to use
normalization rules to modify them. This rule rewrites the
“dc:date” element to a more “readable” version using
regular expressions.

Don’t Forget
§ Whether you’re loading an entire repository or
even just a single large set, it can be a timesaver
throughout the testing phase to adjust the
“Harvest Start Date.” This defaults (during the
initial profile creation) to 1970, so changing it to a
more recent point will decrease the potential
number of records it will try to load. You can
subsequently switch it to an earlier date, once
you’ve ensured everything is configured correctly.
[ Note: the “Harvest Start Date” will set itself to the
date/time of the last successful import on it has run. If
you’re making adjustments throughout the implementation
process and forget to reset this prior to running the import
profile again, you may encounter errors, as it won’t be able
to find new content to import. ]

✎ Once your profile is set up, make sure to set the
“Scheduler status” to active and set an
appropriate schedule for subsequent imports.
Add yourself (and/or anyone who needs to be
aware) to the import notifications, so that you can
monitor whether or not something may be amiss
with your profile(s).

§ In step 4 of the “Discovery Import Profile” creation process, you can establish linking parameters for
elements of your imported records.
⚑ If a single instance exists for each linking
element, simply map to it directly;
however, if multiple exist, this process will
set the first instance as the link. To define
instead which instance to set, use a match
string (w/wo Regular Expressions).
[ Note: if the resulting link in the record appears as
“inkingParameter1,” that indicates that there is
something wrong with your match string and it needs to be adjusted. ]

⚑ While there is a Dublin Core element for thumbnails (dc:identifier.thumbnail), it doesn’t always work
as a linking parameter. If this happens, use normalization rules to set the value to a local field and link
to that instead.

References & Helpful Links
v https://bepress.com/reference_guide_dc/digital-commons-oai-harvesting/
v https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/ISLANDORA/Islandora+OAI
v https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/Primo_VE_(English)/100Loading_Records_from_External_Sources_into_P
rimo_VE/Configuring_Import_Profiles_for_Primo_VE
v https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/Primo_VE_(English)/100Loading_Records_from_External_Sources_into_P
rimo_VE/Configuring_Normalization_Rules_for_External_Resources_(Primo_VE)
v https://www.regexr.com

Conclusion
§ The process of setting up a Discovery Import
Profile in Primo VE is fairly straightforward, and
has the added benefit of increasing points of
access to one’s IRs.
✎ If you set a custom resource type (as described
earlier) for your IRs, you can use Primo Analytics
to determine how many times a search result was
filtered to that value (41 times for us).
✎ If you’ve configured Google Analytics for your
IRs, you should be able to look for referrals
coming from Primo VE (521 for Digital
Commons and 188 for Islandora).

